INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Kappa Delta Pi is pleased to offer a variety of scholarship opportunities available for multiple levels of study including undergraduate, graduate, doctoral, and practicing educators. The annual scholarship cycle is conducted from January through June of each year with the application submission deadline in April.

Scholarships are established as donor-advised endowment funds with the corpus of each fund existing in perpetuity to generate interest. Annual earned interest is then designated to offer as an award for each individual scholarship opportunity. To learn more about the scholarship program and how you can establish a named scholarship through Kappa Delta Pi contact Chris Beaman, Director of Advancement & Communications, (800) 284-3167 or Chris@kdp.org

Scholarships currently awarded through the Kappa Delta Pi International Scholarship Program:

- **ATE/KDP National Student Teacher/Intern of the Year Award**
  Open to the general public as well members of KDP. This award recognizes one student teacher/intern who has demonstrated, during his or her student teaching/intern experience, an outstanding ability to plan and develop a repertoire of classroom management skills and instructional strategies that support the needs and curriculum of all students; establish effective interpersonal relationships with students, parents, faculty, and staff; reflect about the teaching and learning process.

- **Louise Berman Fellows Award**
  Open to the general public as well members of KDP. This award is focused on to advance curriculum, drive creative inquiry into the human condition, collaborate on cross-national education projects and encourage personal growth

- **Hollis L. Caswell Laureate Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Curriculum and Instruction

- **O. L. Davis, Jr. Laureate Doctoral Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Curriculum and Instruction

- **Barbara Day Laureate Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Curriculum and Instruction

- **Harold D. Drummond Scholarships**
  Available to four undergraduate or graduate students in Elementary Education
• **Stephen J. Fortgang/University of Northern Iowa Chapter Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate student studying liberal arts/general education, scholarship is open to all KDP members

• **Paul R. Hanna Laureate Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Childhood Education

• **C. Glen Hass Laureate Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Instructional Leadership at the University of Florida only

• **Henry H. Hill Laureate Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Educational Administration

• **Sandra Jo Hornick Scholarships**
  Available to two undergraduate students—one KDP member and one student at Kent State University

• **J. Jay Hostetler Scholarships**
  Available to two undergraduate student teachers

• **Huntington Bank Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate Education major with Pre-K–12 emphasis; must be Indiana or Ohio resident

• **Dr. Eva Kleinpeter Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate student with a focus on Elementary Education and Common Core Standards; students at Louisiana college or university given preference, scholarship is open to all KDP members

• **Marcella L. Kysilka Doctoral Student Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Curriculum Studies or Educational Psychology

• **Vincent McGrath Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate student in Elementary Education

• **MBNA Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate or graduate student in Special Education

• **Marsh Writing/Research Scholarship Awards—Martha S. Marsh, Virginia Horns-Marsh, & Frank E. Marsh**
  Available to one undergraduate and one graduate student who write research papers based on issues that affect teachers and learning

• **William B. Martin East Carolina University Scholarships**
  Available to two undergraduate students at East Carolina University—one in Special Education and one in Middle Grades Education
• **Nicholas H. Noyes, Jr. Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate student in Education residing in Marion County, Indiana and attending a college or university in Indiana

• **Louisa Anne Oriente Scholarship**
  Available to one graduate student in Curriculum & Teaching

• **Presidents Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate, graduate, or doctoral student, or practicing educator dedicated to leadership and service in Kappa Delta Pi

• **Gerald H. Read Laureate Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in International and Comparative Education

• **Jerry Robbins Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate student in Instrumental Music Education (band and/or orchestra

• **Jack Rosen Scholarship**
  Available to one undergraduate Elementary Education major with a science, math, or technology focus

• **Donna Gail Shaw Scholarship for Chapter Service**
  Available to one undergraduate, graduate, or doctoral student, or practicing K–12 educator in the first three years of teaching

• **Ralph W. Tyler Laureate Doctoral Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Educational Evaluation & Technology

• **Deborah Partridge Wolfe Laureate Scholarship**
  Available to one doctoral student in Multicultural Education